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 The difficulty of anomalous sound detection  
(ASD)
Anomalous sounds are rarely occur
The type of anomalous sounds are very diverse
Real world environments are often changing and 
complicated

To train ASD models without using anomalous data
To develop models that can detect anomalous 
sounds even when the normal state distribution is 
changed (i.e., after domain shift)

 It is desirable 

1. Propose completely different two ASD methods
 Ensembled, conformer-based autoencoder (AE)
 Ensembled, binary classifier with metric learning (BC)
 Address the domain shift problem in each method

2. Evaluate with DCASE 2021 Task2
 Our system won in 4th place in DCASE 2021 Task2
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 To boost the autoencoder’s performance

1. Apply SpecAugment and dropout for the input 
feature sequence

2. Ensemble the model by selecting the N-best 
models

 To address the domain shift problem

1. Build separate reconstruction error scoring 
modules (GMM) for each section and each domain
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 To boost the autoencoder’s performance

 To address the domain shift problem

1. Fine-tuning the model for the target domain
2. Create pseudo-target domain data using Mixup

1. Ensemble various models
 Apply data augmentation, Mixup, ArcFace
 Select different pseudo-negative sample
 Use various models (ResNet34, ResNeXt50, 

EffcientNet-b3)

 BC ens outperformed AE ens for machine types pump, slider 
and valve, regardless of the domain. 
 The sound is non-stationary (i.e., it includes a variety of 

intermittent sounds, such as clicks).  

 AE+BC ens (mix) achieved the best ASD performance.
 Using an ensemble of the results from different ASD models 

focusing on different features contributes to score improvement, 
since the outputs of the models complement each other.


